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Abstract. We report values of the columnar tropospheric
aerosol optical depth at UV wavelengths based on experimental measurements of the direct spectral irradiances carried out by a commercial spectroradiometer (Li1800 of Licor
company) covering the range from 300–1100 nm at two stations with different climate characteristics in Spain. The first
station is located in a rural site in north central Spain with
continental climate. The data extend from March to the end
of October of 1995. The other station is a coastal site in the
Gulf of Cádiz (southwest Spain) of maritime climate type.
This study is mainly focused on the capability of estimating
aerosol optical depth values in the UV region based on the
extracted information in the visible and near infrared ranges.
A first method has been used based on the Ångström turbidity parameters. However, since this method requires detailed
spectral information, a second method has also been used,
based on the correlation between wavelengths. A correlation has been established between the experimental aerosol
optical depth values at 350 nm and 500 nm wavelengths. Although the type of aerosol seems to be the key factor that
determines the quality of these estimations, the evaluation
of the associated error is necessary to know the behavior of
these estimations in each area of study.
Key words. Atmospheric composition and structure (aerosols and particles; transmission and scattering of radiation;
troposphere – composition and chemistry)

1 Introduction
There has been an increasing concern over stratospheric
ozone depletion and the concomitant increase in solar UV-B
radiation during the past few years (Bais et al., 1993; UNEP,
1998). However, the influence of atmospheric aerosols in
the UV irradiances is also an increasing concern and is studied more in depth. Until now there have been few reports
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of measurements of aerosol optical depth (hereafter AOD)
and aerosol properties at UV wavelengths (Marenco et al.,
1997; Krzyscin and Sylwester, 1998; Kylling et al., 1998;
Erlick and Frederick, 1998) and much of the information has
been extrapolated from the behaviour in the visible and near
infrared regions by means of aerosol models and measurements (Mayer et al., 1997). In recent years we have found
more measurements (Meleti and Cappellani, 2000; Reuder
and Schwander, 2000; Groebner et al., 2001; Cachorro et al.,
2001) and many works about this subject, also considering
satellite data (Torres et al., 1998; Veefkind and De Leeuw,
1998; Krotkov et al., 2000; Torres et al., 2000). In this paper,
a major focus on the total columnar atmospheric aerosol optical depth (tropospheric aerosols) and their characteristics at
UV wavelengths has been carried out in order to assess their
contribution to UV irradiances.
Due to the great spatial and temporal variability of atmospheric aerosol, and their importance in the Earth’s radiation budget and health effects, their monitoring is an essential task for climate and environmental studies (NRC, Nacional Research Council, 1996; Charlson and Heintzberger,
1995; WMO 659 Report, 1993). Measurements of the spectral AOD is one of the main procedures to derive microphysical (effective radius, volume, etc.) and radiative columnar
characteristics (simple scattering albedo, asymmetry factor,
etc.) of atmospheric aerosols (Cachorro et al., 2000a, b).
The AOD at ground level is currently measured at visible and infrared wavelengths by means of commercial photometers (Holben et al., 1998), radiometers (Harrison et al.,
1994; Fuenzalida, 1998), spectroradiometers (Ahern et al.,
1991; Vasilyev et al., 1995; Cachorro et al., 1989, 2000a), or
different scientific prototypes (Marenco et al., 1997; Russel
et al., 1996). The currently available photometers make the
measurements at isolated wavelengths by means of a filter
with a spectral width of 5 to 20 nm, depending on the instrument. The number and position of the chosen wavelengths
is also very different, but 340 nm, 350 nm and 380 nm can be
used as representative of this spectral region due to the nonabsorption by ozone. The AOD at 350 nm can be considered
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as representative of the UV region in the same manner as 500
or 550 nm is taken as the reference wavelength in the visible.
The determination of the AOD for wavelengths lower than
350 nm is linked with the ozone content determination (Bais
et al, 1996; Slusser et al., 1999) and hence the methodology
is being developed (Groebner et al., 2001). Therefore, this
type of measurements is infrequent (Vergaz et al. 2001).
A major effort has already been devoted to the measurements of UV-B (Gardiner et al., 1993, 1995; Bais et al., 1996)
and its modeling (Wang et al., 1994; Mayer et al., 1997; Ren
et al., 1999; Diaz et al., 2000) and now the focus is on the
aerosol contribution, which seems to play a significant factor
once the ozone content determination methodologies are well
established. Therefore, the importance of the AOD at the UV
wavelengths is clearly manifested in the field of the UV studies and their applications (Madronic, 1987; Ruggaber, et al.,
1994; Cotte, et al., 1997; van Weele, 1996).
Here, in the paper we report values of the AOD at 350 nm
as representative of the UV region, based on solar direct
spectral irradiance measurements performed by a spectroradiometer (covering the range 300–1100 nm) at two sites
in Spain of different climate conditions and over different
periods. However, the main aim in this study is how the
measurements and modelling of the AOD at visible and how
the near-infrared ranges can be analysed to extract information at these ranges in order to gain available information at
the UV region. What are the uncertainties associated with
these procedures and estimations? Note that the most frequent data about aerosol are usually collected in the visible and near-infrared regions. The study is mainly based on
the behaviour of the Ångström turbidity parameters in different spectral regions and their capacity to model the AOD
at other wavelength ranges; in this case, how well can the
visible-infrared range values predict the values in the UV.
However, this method requires a lot of spectral information,
which is not always available. Therefore, we have also used
another current method based on the existing correlation between wavelengths (or channels). We have determined in
both areas of study the correlation between the AOD at 350
and 500 nm wavelengths and hence the estimated error given
by these two approaches.
We must note that our spectroradiometer data have a rich
spectral information due to high-moderate spectral resolution
and hence are ideal to be used with the first method. Current
Sun-photometers do not provided this detailed spectral information.

2

Experimental data

Spectral direct normal irradiance measurements for clear
skies were performed with the commercial Li1800 portable
spectroradiometer at two Spanish stations. The north-central
station (41.5◦ N, 4.7◦ W; 610 m. above sea level) is a rural site 25 km from the city of Valladolid in the region of
“Castilla y León” of continental climate type. The measurement period extends from March to November of 1995, with

about 300 spectra on 78 clear sky days. The southwest station “El Arenosillo”, belonging to the INTA (Instituto Nacional de Técnica Aeroespacial) is located in the coastal site
of the Gulf of Cádiz in Huelva (37.1◦ N, 6.7◦ W; sea level),
and catalogued as number 213 in the ozone WMO network.
This area is of special interest due to the influence of maritime aerosols, African desert dust events and local industrial
environment (10 km from an important polluted-industrial
area). The measured period extends from August of 1996 to
October of 1997, with more than 407 spectra over 80 clear
sky days. This latter station also provided ozone content
determination by means of a Dobson instrument for more
than 20 years (Morena de la, et al., 1994). Furthermore, a
Brewer #150 UV-spectroradiometer has also been operating
since 1997.
Details about the instrument characteristics and calibration of our Li-1800 spectroradiometer have been described
elsewhere (LiCor Manual, 1991; Cachorro et al., 1998) but
it is described here briefly. The spectroradiometer is based
on a single monochromator with a holographic grating of
800 grooves/mm and a focal length of 150 mm and the detector is a silicon photodiode. The collected radiant power must
first pass through a filter wheel (composed of 8 filters) before it enters the monochromator. One of the filters serves as
dark reference. For the direct component of solar radiation,
a collimator tube was designed with an IFOV (instantaneous
field-of-view) of 4.3◦ and was coupled to the Teflon diffuser
receptor cosine (IFOV=2π sr) of the spectroradiometer. The
receptor cosine is mounted at one end of a fiber-optic lightguide and the other end is connected to the entrance slit
of the monochromator. We have determined the cosine error that is about 5% for angles < 75◦ , but greater and azimuthal dependent for higher angles. The spectroradiometer
covers the spectral range 300–1100 nm, with a nominal 6nm spectral resolution given by the LiCor company, but the
instrument function has been determined in our optic’s laboratory to have 6.24±0.27 nm FWHM (Full-Width-at-HalfMaximum). Each spectrum can be recorded with a variable
step but 1 nm was used in our measurements.
The spectroradiometer was calibrated periodically (about
six months) with the lamp system calibrator provided by
the Licor company following the NIST (National Institute
of Standard Technology) standard methodology. The system did not have automatic tracking; therefore, the direct
irradiance spectra are measured manually (each spectrum is
recorded in 30 s). Between three and seven spectra were measured per day from 10:00. to 17:00 LT but without systematic
schedule time protocol.
We have evaluated the error associated with the irradiance
measurements of our instrument at about 5% in the 360–
1000 nm spectral range (Cachorro et al., 1998). Obviously,
this error depends on the wavelength range. A detailed analysis of error measurements with the Li1800 spectroradiometer can be seen in Myers (1989). The error due to calibration is fixed at 3% and the added 2% is due to the other
elements, such as: collimator, pointing system, etc. Error
calibration of our spectroradiometer is good above 360 nm,
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but at lower wavelengths, the error increases. This behavior has recently been tested, by comparing the calibration
features and field measurements given by our Li1800 spectroradiometer and the Brewer #150 instrument. This study
has been carried out as part of a recent intercomparison of
various spectroradiometer systems belonging to different research groups in Spain and Portugal, the “First Iberian Intercomparison Campaign” (Sanchez-Muniosguren et al., 2002;
Groebner et al., 2001) during the first days of September
1999 in “El Arenosillo”-Huelva station.
This campaign has permitted one to compare the spectral features and stability, and to fix the irradiance error in
the UV region of our spectroradiometer in relation to the
Brewer instruments. The latter instruments were calibrated
in the laboratory according to NIST standard and the requirements given by the Brewer network and also with respect
to the Brewer Reference Travelling Standard #17 operated
by the International Ozone Services (IOS). The relative differences for the same reference irradiance lamp (1000 W)
in the laboratory between our Li1800 and the Brewer #150
has a mean that varies from −10% to 10% from 300 nm to
320 nm, falling to 3% at 330 nm and maintaining this value to
360 nm. The corresponding standard deviation of this mean
has the values ±20% from 300 to 320 nm, decreasing to 10%
at 330 nm and 3% at 360 nm. Therefore, measurements below 320 nm for our spectroradiometer are not considered.
These differences were also verified with the field experimental measurements of more than six days (more than 300
spectra) during the “Intercomparison Campaign”. The ratio
of experimental measurements between the Licor1800 and
Brewer #150 gives values between 0.8 to 1.2 in the spectral
range 320–360 nm, with a mean spectrum that did not exceed 7% from 1 (4% at 350 nm). Furthermore, during this
campaign, two other Li1800 instruments were also used belonging to the Universities of Valencia and Barcelona. The
analyzed relative RMS (root mean square) differences for the
visible wavelengths comparing field measurements were established in about 5% for the calibration at the origin then
falling to 3% after the in situ calibration (Martinez-Lozano
et al., 2002). Thus, the values for the differences are the
same as the assigned error of measurements of our Li1800
spectroradiometer.
3
3.1

Methodology
Determination of the aerosol optical depth and the
Ångström parameters

We describe briefly the method we have followed to determine the AOD and the Ångstróm turbidity parameters
(Vergaz, 1996; Cachorro et al., 2000a). We determine the
total experimental spectral optical depth of the atmosphere
τ (λ) from our absolute direct solar irradiance (W m−2 nm−1 )
measured at ground level F(λ) using the Beer-Lambert law,
according to
F(λ) = Fo(λ)exp(−τ (λ)m),

(1)
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where Fo(λ) is the well-known irradiance at the top of the
atmosphere corrected for the Sun-Earth distance and m is
the air mass computed by means of the solar zenith angle SZA(m=1/cos(SZA)). The contribution due to Rayleigh
scattering according to Bucholtz, (1995) is removed from
the total atmospheric optical depth (τR (λ) is scaled by the
term P/Po , where P is the pressure P at the station site and
Po =1 atm, the standard pressure at sea level) and with the absorption of atmospheric gases τg (λ) in the spectral range of
interest we can determine the experimental spectral AOD
τa (λ) = τ (λ) − τR (λ) − τg (λ).

(2)

This means that the columnar content of ozone, water vapor, etc. are required in the spectral region of interest. These
ancillary data can be obtained from Dobson ozone measurements, radiosonde, satellite data, etc. In most common situations the above needed data are not available exactly at the
same spatial and temporal resolution required for the measured irradiance data; therefore, another approach must be
taken for using these ancillary data. As we show later, spectroradiometer data with sufficient spectral resolution allows
one to use approaches to obtain the AOD without available
data of absorption gas content.
In the spectral range of our measurements (300–1100 nm)
the absorption of ozone, water vapor, oxygen, NO2 and SO2
must be considered, but NO2 , SO2 and water vapor could be
neglected in the spectral range 350–700 nm considering their
lower absorption and the error associated with our irradiance
measurements (5%). Therefore, only ozone data must be accounted for in the Chappuis band. In the near-infrared range
we have considered only the wavelengths where there is no
absorption, as we explain below.
When we have the experimental AOD in a given spectral
range, a weighted fit of ln(τa ) versus the ln(λ), according to
the well known Ångström formula τa (λ)=β(λ/λ0 )−α , determines the two Ångström turbidity parameters α and β. The α
parameter characterizes the spectral features of aerosols and
is related to the size distribution of the particles, while the β
parameter is related to particle concentration and represents
the aerosol optical depth at a wavelength of 1 µm (being λ0
equal to 1 µm).
To carry out our analysis of the estimation of the AOD at
a given UV wavelength based on the spectral information in
the visible and near-infrared range given by the Ångström
turbidity parameters, we have obtained two independent sets
of these parameters. One set is obtained from the AOD spectral information in the visible range, from 400 to 670 nm
(called VIS range). The other set of the α − β parameters is
obtained from the spectral information, taking several spectral regions as a whole, in the UV, visible and near-infrared
ranges, labelled by us “window range” or “window method”.
This “window range” is defined by four spectral windows of
non-absorption, given by A(370–490 nm), B(748–757 nm),
C(776–782 nm), and D(862–872 nm). Note that with these
four windows we can model the AOD at practically the whole
spectral range (e.g. 340–1000 nm). Obviously, this fitting
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3.2

The errors on the AOD determination

The error on the retrieval of the experimental AOD, τa , is
given by the error of total optical depth τ , and Rayleigh error. The error of τ is given by the irradiance measurements,
extraterrestrial irradiance, the air mass m and the modeling
of the other optical depths, including absorption coefficients
and absorbing content values. In the smooth, non-absorption
spectral regions, the error of τ has been estimated assuming that the error is mainly due to irradiance measurements
F (the other factors can be neglected). As can be seen by the
propagation error theory, the relative error of τ is given by
ε(τ ) = ε(F)/τ m. Assuming that we have about 5% of error for the irradiance F, the ranges of our measured air mass
(1–3) and the values of the total optical depth, we have eval-

1,2

(a)

Valladolid (1995)

1,0
AOD (350 nm)

would be better depending on the spectral features of aerosol
in the whole spectral range.
These four windows were taken to determine the
Ångström parameters with the database of Valladolid because data of ozone and water vapor contents are not available (ozone satellite data are not available during 1995).
Note that in this case, one can obtain the ozone content in
a second step, by a minimization-fitting technique between
experimental-modelled total optical depth (without Rayleigh
contribution) at the Chappuis absorption band because the
aerosol optical depth is already known. This procedure was
used by us to obtain the ozone content (Cachorro et al., 1996)
and water vapor content (Cachorro et al., 1998), during the
whole period of 1995 in the Valladolid station. This is a
well-known method when we have data of the AOD at wavelengths or spectral window of non-absorption. The spectral
range and resolution of our spectroradiometer are ideal to obtain these data and to apply this method.
Once the ozone content is determined by the “window
method”, we can obtain the experimental AOD at the range
400–700 nm (VIS range) and the Ångström parameters.
However, note that in the first step, we have obtained the
Ångström parameters without including the Chappuis band
(“window method”) and in the second step, this band is included (VIS range). The reason to take the spectral range
400–670 nm (VIS) was based on the good fits shown by this
range, as we have analysed in Vergaz (1996) and MartinezLozano et al. (1998).
The database at the “El Arenosillo”-Huelva station has
different characteristics. As we already mentioned, Dobson ozone data were measured and hence the VIS range can
be used immediately to determine the Ångström parameters. However, the “window method” was applied without
using the last window D due to the observed spectral features of these data, where a more pronounced curvature appears at 780 nm (Vergaz, 2001). A first evaluation with the
four windows demonstrated poor fits; hence, we decided to
take only three windows to determine the Ångström parameters in the southwest station. The reason for this curvature at
near-infrared spectral region is linked to the maritime aerosol
characteristics, as we have observed recently (Vergaz, 2001).
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Fig. 1. Temporal evolution of the experimental AOD at 350 nm for
the a data of the north central station of Valladolid and b southwest
coastal station of “El Arenosillo”-Huelva.

Figure 1

uated the relative errors at 500 nm and 350 nm wavelengths,
respectively. The errors at 500 nm range from ±4% to ±20%
and those of 350 nm yield ±1% to ±12%. (bear in mind the
10% of error for the irradiance at 350 nm, where 7% is due
to calibration). Greater error of irradiance is compensated by
the high value of the optical depth at the UV wavelengths.
We must also note that error propagation theory gives lower
errors for high air masses, which generally correspond to
lower values of irradiance associated with greater uncertainties.
Finally, to evaluate the error of the AOD, we have evaluated the contribution of Rayleigh error. To do this we have
taken two expressions for the evaluation of the Rayleigh scattering attenuation: those given by Bucholtz (1995) and Gueymard (1995). The two sets of the experimental AOD are
slightly different and we have evaluated the relative differences between them. They show a range of variation from
0.05% to 8% for the 500 nm wavelength and 0.05% to 4.5%
for the 350 nm. Therefore, we have considered these differences as an estimated error due to Rayleigh contribution.
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4

0.5
relative differences AOD (350 nm)

Adding these values to the earlier relative error of τ , we obtain the total relative error for the AOD. Therefore, the relative error of the AOD at 500 nm yields values about ±4–28%
and lower for 350 nm (±1–17%). This results in a high estimated error for the AOD, in part given by the error propagation theory. However, we have verified by comparison of
AOD data of our Li1800 spectroradiometer with five Brewer
spectroradiometers that this evaluated error seems to be overestimated (Groebner et al., 2001).
The error of the Ångström turbidity parameters α − β is
given by the weighted least-square fit by considering the previously determined error of the AOD. The relative error of
α ranges from ±2–16% for the data in the VIS range and
“window range”.

0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
-0.1

First, we report the experimental data of the AOD at 350 nm
(taken as representative wavelength in the UV region) for our
station of north central Spain (Valladolid) of continental climate in Fig. 1a. The values are shown as a function of the
Julian day and range from 0.1 to near 1.2 with a mean value
of 0.39 and RMS=0.16. These values are higher than the
current values found in the visible (we will analyse later the
correlation between the experimental AOD at 350 nm versus
the AOD at 500 nm). The AOD values given by the database
(96–97) of “El Arenosillo”-Huelva station are depicted in
Fig. 1b. In this figure, Julian days 212–365 correspond to
1996 and 366–700 (1–178) to 1997. A lack of data is due
to cloud days and also to calibration and maintenance of the
instrument. The AOD values range from 0.1 to 0.8 with a
mean value of 0.24 and RMS=0.11. As can be seen, these
values are lower than those measured in the north station of
Valladolid, 600 m above sea level.
The relative differences between the estimated values of
the AOD at 350 nm, given by the VIS range and “window
range” fits, and the experimental ones are depicted in Fig. 2
for the data of the two stations. The differences for the data of
Valladolid (Fig. 2a) varies from −10% to 10% for the “window range” (mean=2% and RMS=4%) and from 5% up to
values as high as 45% (mean=20% and RMS=8%) for the
VIS range. As can be seen, the values determined in the
“window range” give a better estimate than those given by
the VIS spectral range. This is due to the fact that the “window range” takes the window 370–490 giving a greater UV
influence than the VIS range (400–670). Generally, the decreasing tendency in our spectra with the wavelength is more
accentuated for UV interval and also for larger spectral intervals, like the “window range”. We have not evaluated the
results taking the spectral range 370–670 nm but other results taking the interval 350–670 nm indicate this behaviour
(these results are not shown here). The “window range” region gives an excellent estimate of the AOD at 350 nm, with
their relative differences falling inside the error associated
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Fig. 2. Relative differences between the experimental AOD at
350 nm and the AOD values retrieved from the values of the α − β
parameters determined by the fits in the regions: a VIS (400–700)
and b UV-VIS-NIR (“window range”).

Figure 2

with the experimental AOD. The α − β determined in the
VIS range always underestimates the AOD at UV region, but
with a reasonable estimate.
Figure 2b illustrates the relative differences evaluated for
the data of “El Arenosillo”-Huelva station. The relative differences for the VIS range and “window range” show a similar behaviour with underestimated values from 0% to 80%
(mean=34% and RMS=16%), which are considerably greater
than those of Valladolid station. A first analysis of these results seems to indicate that in the case of the southwest station, the VIS and “window” spectral ranges are not recommended to be used to predict the data at UV region based on
the Ångström turbidity parameters. In addition, we must note
that for this station the VIS range and “window range” are
practically the same due to the removing of the last window,
which emphasizes more these results compared with those
obtained for the Valladolid station. These results are based
on the analysis of the bulk data, assuming that the prevailing
continental type of aerosol is in the area of Valladolid and
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Fig. 4. Plot of the α parameter determined in the VIS
and “window
range” range versus the values determined in the (350–400 nm) UV
range” a for the data of the north central station of Valladolid; b for
the data of the southwest station of “El Arenosillo”-Huelva.
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Fig. 3. Plots of the α parameter determined in the VIS range versus
the values determined in the “window range” for a data of the north
central station of Valladolid and b southwest coastal station of “El
Arenosillo”-Huelva.

Figure 3

the maritime is in the area of the south coastal station of “El
Arenosillo”-Huelva. Obviously these results require a more
detailed analysis, related with the mixing of aerosol types,
seasonal behaviour, etc., but this is really another work, and
is not within the aims of this paper.
In order to find one explanation for the different behaviour
between the data of Valladolid and “El Arenosillo”-Huelva,
we have also investigated the correlation between the α parameter in the different analyzed spectral ranges. In Fig. 3,

we have illustrated the α values given by the fits in the VIS
(400–670 nm) range versus those of “window range”.
In Fig. 3a, we observe a non-existing correlation between
the α VIS values versus those obtained with the “window
method” for the data of Valladolid, while Fig. 3b shows a
good correlation for the data of “El Arenosillo”-Huelva. Obviously the latter values are very similar, due to the similarity of their spectral ranges because of the already mentioned
problem of the bad fitting when taking four windows; therefore, these results are not comparable. In our opinion, the
larger α values given by the “window range” compared with
those of the VIS range in Valladolid are representative of the
spectral behavior of pure continental aerosol, with AOD decreasing from UV to near infrared. The shorter interval taken
for VIS range gives lower values for the α parameter.
To extend this analysis we have also determined the α parameter values obtained in the (350–400 nm) spectral range,
which we can call α-UV. Obviously a better correlation be-
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4.2

Study of correlations

In Fig. 5, we have plotted the experimental AOD at 350 nm
versus that at 500 nm. Open square points are the data of
Valladolid which give a polynomial fit correlation with the
square of correlation coefficient SR=0.95 (solid line). In this
figure, we have also added the data (solid square points) at
the southwest station of “El Arenosillo”-Huelva with the corresponding fit (dashed line) and SR=0.89. The confidence of
these fits to predict the AOD at 350 nm can be analysed by
Fig. 6 (top for the data of Valladolid and bottom for the data
of “El Arensillo”-Huelva).

1.4

2

Valladolid (95) y=0.046+1.7x-0.37x (SR=0.95)
2

1.2

Huelva(96-97) y=0.044+1.81x-1.12x (SR=0.89)

1.0
AOD(350 nm)

tween the α parameter in the UV range and the other ranges
determines a better estimate of the AOD at 350 nm. In
Fig. 4, we have plotted the α values obtained in the VIS
and “window range” versus those of α determined in the UV
range (350–3400 nm) for the data of Valladolid (4a) and “El
Arenosillo”-Huelva (4b) station. Although a good correlation does not seem to exist when observing the corresponding
plots, the data of Valladolid show a slightly better correlation.
As can be seen, only the correlation for data of Valladolid at
the “window range” has a positive slope.
The more flat (lower slope and hence lower values of α)
spectral behaviour of the AOD taking the “window range” for
the data of “El Arenosillo”-Huelva station compared with the
high slope for the data of Valladolid (higher α values) seems
to be the main cause of the above results. Continental aerosol
type shows a better correlation between the α parameter determined in the VIS and “window range” with UV range than
maritime type. We must note that the high values of the α
parameter in the UV region are due to the high slope in this
short region. In this case, the meaning for the α parameter
must be taken only as the slope of the AOD at this specific
spectral range, and hence the limit of 4 given by Rayleigh
scattering cannot be considered for this analysis.
The results are indicative of the difficulties of the extrapolation of information between different spectral ranges, even
for the same type of aerosols (Vergaz, 2001), especially if we
considered mixed aerosol types. As can be seen, the α values are very dependent of the chosen spectral interval, as we
have demonstrated in a recent paper (Cachorro et al., 2001b).
We must call attention to the comparison of the α parameter
taking different spectral ranges, due to its different spectral
information.
The above results suggest that Ångström turbidity parameters determined in the “window range” can be used to predict
the AOD at 350 nm UV wavelength in the north central station, while VIS data gives a great underestimation. The data
of “El Arenosillo”-Huelva seem to be more complicated and
inadequate for estimating ultraviolet AOD regardless of the
spectral range we choose. Therefore, this study reveals the
difficulty in these kinds of estimations that are linked to the
aerosol type or measurements site. This method requires a
lot of spectral information; hence, we have also analysed an
alternative and simple method based on the existing correlation between wavelengths.
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Fig. 5. Plot of the AOD at 350 nm versus the AOD at 500 nm for the
data of the north central station of Valladolid (open square points)
and those of the southwest station of “El Arenosillo”- Huelva (solid
squares). Each set of data has been fitted by a polynomial expression (in parenthesis the square of the correlation coefficient).

The relative differences between the experimental and esFigure
timated AOD values are about ±20% but some cases
appear 5
with an underestimation below 30%. This can be seen in
Fig. 6a for the data of Valladolid where we have depicted
these differences as a function of the AOD values at 350 nm.
As can be observed the associated error given by this estimate is well distributed around the zero value for the whole
AOD data set (mean=0% and RMS=16%). The predicted
values given by the polynomial fits are not as good as those
given by the α−β values determined by the earlier procedure
in the “window range” in the case of the data of Valladolid,
but slightly better when taking the results given by the VIS
range.
In Fig. 6b, we repeated the same evaluation but for the data
of “El Arenosillo”-Huelva. This figure shows that the estimate is around ±40% (mean=−2% and RMS=16%), with
lower uncertainty for high AOD values (also various cases
appear which are underestimated by about 40–60%). The error of these estimations is double those obtained for the data
of Valladolid station. The polynomial correlation predicts the
AOD at 350 nm with lower uncertainty than the values given
by the α − β turbidity parameters of VIS or “window range”
fits. However, most important is that the polynomial estimate
is well distributed around the zero value, while the Ångström
turbidity parameters always results in an understimation or
overestimation.
It seems that a linear or polynomial correlation can work
as well as the method based on the Ångström turbidity parameters, depending on the prevalent type of aerosol in each
area of study. Taking into account that the latter procedure
requires information of a great number of wavelengths, the
procedure of correlation appears as an alternative and adequate method to predict AOD at UV from the visible data.
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Fig. 6. Relative differences between the experimental AOD at
350 nm and the AOD values retrieved from the polynomial expression as a function of the experimental AOD values at 350 nm: (a)
for the data of the north central station of Valladolid; (b) for the data
of the southwest station of “El Arenosillo”-Huelva.

This different spectral-range behaviour seems to be due to
the different predominant type of aerosol in each area: continental type in the north central station and maritime in the
south coastal station. However, for the same type of aerosol
the different spectral behaviour shown by different spectral
ranges makes it difficult to establish the correlations between
them. It seems that the continental type shows better correlation between its different spectral ranges (generally decreasing behaviour with the wavelength) than the maritime type.
We have determined good correlations between the experimental AOD between 500 nm and 350 nm wavelengths
which appear as an alternative and useful procedure to estimate AOD at UV region when only available information
is known in the visible. However, the error and limitations
given by these procedures must be taken into account, as we
demonstrated in this work
Future improvement must be carried out using these procedures once each type of aerosol has been identified in the
database. Obviously each area has its characteristic aerosol
climatology, but this type of study must be carried out at different locations, to know to what extent the above approaches
and results can be used.
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